
BIOMASS BOILERS AND STOVES Reduces fossil 
fuel use 

BIOMASS BOILER

- better than using coal and coal fires
- burns and emits usable heat far more efficiently
   than coal fires
- stoves can provide resilience in power cuts
- there is something very cheery about sitting in front
  of a real fire (stoves only)
- biomass pellet system can be fed automatically
- biomass can be paired with solar thermal to 
   minimise emissions in the summer

- log burning affects local air quality
- at best carbon neutral but carbon negative if
  using imported wood or kiln dried wood
- may require outside air intake depending on 
   size of stove
- biomass systems require space - shed or container 
- you need a log store for stoves and log burning 
   boilers or pellet store for automatic pellet boiler 
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LOG BURNING STOVES LOG BURNING ISSUES

Log burning stoves come in all sorts of shapes
and sizes and are a popular and better alternative
to an open coal fire. If you are replacing a coal fire:

1.  The “DEFRA” compliant stoves designed
 to meet the 2022 English regulations are more
 efficient and less polluting.

2. Consider whether or not you want a stove 
 which you can use for cooking in a powercut.

3. A black stove will be a very good radiator of
 heat, a ceramic coated stove will retain heat 
 and let it out more slowly.

4.  Never burn wet wood, it is highly polluting. 
 Should be 20 % moisture or less.

5.  You will need a woodstore.

Should we be burning logs? 

- there are known pollution issues. Burned poorly they emit 
 tiny damaging soot particles and greenhouse gases just like 
 coal.

- they are better than fossil fuels as they are from a natural 
 source which removes CO2 so they are net zero over the tree’s
 lifetime. If burnt though they do not lock that carbon away
 as they would if decaying into the soil.

- they can usefully use the byproduct of the forestry industry.

- some wood pellets are imported and this adds transport miles.

- burning wet wood is a very bad option, so store your
 wood until the moisture is right (<20%).

- if you have enough land, use your own coppiced wood or 
 wood from broken branches, rather than cut mature trees.
 Mature trees are the excellent removers of CO2.

- if burning wood have either one of the new highly efficient 
 log burning stoves or a biomass boiler. These use less wood and 
 produce less emissions.

Three domestic systems, log, wood pellets or dual. Wood chips require larger stores and are more often used commercially.
The system shown below is a dual fuel system taking either logs or pellets. The main difference to an oil or gas boiler is that
you burn and store the heat in a large water-based store and then draw off the heat from that as required. 

Loading System Boiler Heat Store
Fully automatic system
pellets blown in by 
delivery lorry to pellet store

Semi-manual system 
Pellets delivered in bags

Robot sucks up
pellets and they are 
sent to the feeder store
on demand

Bags are emptied
directly into the
store manually

Auger carries pellets into boiler logs are directly
loaded into boiler
from front if using
log burning set-up

Heat goes into heat store and is
drawn off as needed to heat
hot water tank and radiator circuit


